WHAT IS IT?
A Cross Well Tomography package (CWT) is a
reservoir data acquisition and analysis package, uniquely developed by TGT to provide
better understanding of geological, petrophysical and dynamic properties of the reservoir.
It integrates the data from downhole production/injection, high precision temperature (HPT) and spectral noise logging (SNL)
with multi-well pressure pulse interference
tests (PPT), into a single 3D framework for
calibrating dynamic models (Fig.1). CWT deliverables are valuable inputs to Oil and Gas
operators’ model calibration, which can be
effectively used for identifying production
enhancement opportunities, and field development plans.

Fig.1. Concept of CWT
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WHY?

HOW?

The CWT will add a significant value for field
development planning in case of poor 3D
reservoir model history matching, ineffective
injection front monitoring, unknown sweep
efficiency estimation, barrier/baffle/ fracture
system characterization, cross flows behind
multiple barriers and vertical communications between productive units.

CWT methodology is a sequence of customized planning, acquisition and processing
using TGT modelling software and data acquired with proprietary logging tools. TGT
uniquely evaluates Cross Well properties, in
multiple receiver / generator combinations
simultaneously and with virtually no production deferment or delays to operations.

Noise Log (SNL) tools, which allows customers to assess reservoir, flow profiling behind
casing. The logging can be performed rigless, through tubing and on any conveyance
(slick-line, wire-line, tractor or coil-tubing).

One of the CWT components is the pressure
pulse test (PPT) (Fig.2) based on generating
pressure pulsations in one or several wells
(generators) simultaneously and measuring response in offset wells (receivers) with
virtually no prod deferment. The other CWT
component is downhole logging with High
Precision Temperature (HPT) and Spectral
Fig.2. Pressure Pulsation Test
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DELIVERABLES?

WHAT IS IT FOR?

The HPT/SNL data is integrated with (PPT)
data to evaluate formation dynamic permeability, compressibility, formation pressure,
sweep & displacement efficiency, skin-factor, and historical & current flow distribution
between layers. Such deliverables are produced based on a straightforward qualitative assessment and substantially improve
3D model accuracy and its predictive power.

CWT survey will shed the light on the actual
reservoir flow profiling, reservoir heterogeneity, identify geological barriers, quantify permeability anisotropy, transmissibility,
sweep and spatial distribution of oil & flood
front.
These findings are converted to field development opportunities by guiding client’s
strategic planning for infill drilling (Fig.3),
work-overs, water-flood optimization, and
help design a reliable 3D reservoir model for
forecasting and running economics.

Non-calibrated model

Calibrated model

Fig.3. Sidetrack Drilling Opportunities based on calibrated model
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